Abstract-Weather prediction is always a hot topic, as it has great importance in many fields. Recent issues related to climate change shows the importance of weather in man's daily life. Weather information has a big social impact. There are a lot of methods to predict weather conditions but most of them use additional hardware. For an example, weather prediction using separate weather satellites. These methods are very expensive. This is the place where image based weather recognition is important. Image based weather recognition is an emerging topic. Images carry a lot of information to understand weather. The main advantage of image based weather recognition is large quantity of data, compare to other methods it doesn't need additional hardware, comparatively less cost and images are easily accessible. Image based weather recognition has large applications like driving assistance, robotics etc. Convolutional neural network, a deep learning method is used to identify the weather information. Weather is divided in to six classes: cloudy, haze, rainy, snowy, sunny, thunder. Images are considered as clusters and each cluster is considered for feature extraction.
INTRODUCTION
Weather prediction always had a great importance in science and technology. It has a great importance from the day man started to think. Ancient days people did informal methods to predict weather. Now we depend on science and technology to predict weather. Weather is a hot topic all the time as it has many applications like agriculture, military purpose. There are a lot of methods to predict weather conditions but most of them use additional hardware. For an example, weather prediction using separate weather satellites.
These methods are very expensive. This is the place where image based weather recognition is important.
Image based weather recognition is an emerging topic in computer vision. Weather recognition is a difficult area compared to other object recognition methods. It is difficult to understand phenomena like lightening and reflection on images. Weather has vital role in daily lives. Weather information has a huge social influence. Availability of images makes it more easy to access the data and image based weather recognition does not require additional hardware so this makes it less expensive. Another advantage is large quantity of image can be used to analyze the weather. Imagebased weather recognition has many applications. One of the example is solar energy system, the amount of power obtained in an area can be calculated. Driving assistance can be provided from the instant response. Image based weather recognition has an inevitable role in robotics, wireless sensor networks, remote sensing areas.
Weather recognition from image is a difficult task. In order to improve the accuracy it is better to use diff erent scenes . Here consider diff erent scenes to identify the weather condition. Image based weather recognition is difficult compare to other object detection as it has no specific feature to identify weather condition. Every weather condition recognized using diff erent features. For example shadows help to recognize sunny class. So here we use convolutional neural network. Using cnn we try to analyse the weather condition of the image. Here weather is divided in to six classes: cloudy, haze, rainy, snow, sunny, thunder. Convolutional neural network is a part of deep learning. It uses neurons for learning. Neuron learns to convert input signal into corresponding output signal. Cnn contains four layers. Convolutional layer do operations on the features. Relu layer take the value above a threshold value. Pooling layer calculate maximum value in each and connected layer mainly used for classification.
Temperature analysis is the another concern of this project. Temperature is influenced by many factors and one of the important factor is weather. Here score obtained from weather analysis used to analyse temperature.
A. Motivation
Image based weather recognition is emerging topic in weather recognition. There are many weather recognition methods. These methods needs additional hardware and they are expensive. Image based weather recognition has many advantages. Easy accessibility of dataset, no additional hardware needed are some of them. But to identify weather condition from an image is a challenging task. The reason is that there is no specific feature to identify weather condition. We need to consider diff erent features while considering diff erent weather classes.
B. Objective
The main objective is to develop a tool to obtain weather information from an image using cnn. Objective includes:
 To detect the weather condition from the image using cnn for multiple classes: cloudy, haze, snowy, sunny, rainy, thunder.  To identify the approximate temperature from the scores obtained in each classes.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related works are explained in section II. The proposed system is presented in section III. Experiment results are given in section IV. Screenshots are provided in section V. Future work and application are provided in VI. Concluding remarks are given in section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section we discuss some of the weather recognition techniques. There are many weather recognition methods. Early days, most of the methods needed additional hardware. But growth in computer vision made a great change in traditional ways of weather recognition. Some of the earlier works on image based weather recognition had interesting ideas but the accuracy of these methods are very low. Roser et.al(2008) [9] proposed a method to improve machine vision in bad weather situations for driving assistance. In this method SVM classifier is used. In the method, Yang et.al(2015) [4] and Wang et.al(2010) [7] uses spatial pyramid matching for classification of images. Wang et.al [7] improves spatial pyramid matching using locality linear coding. Yan et al.(2009) [13] [8] put forward a method to multi-class weather classification. Features are classified for sunny, rainy, snowy and haze weather. Multi-kernel learning uses predefined features to recognize weather condition. Some of the methods are described briefly below.
A. Image Based Weather Recognition tools using Deep Learning
Compare to other object detection method, weather detection is much difficult but development in computer vision made it possible. Most of the methods mainly focused on some weather conditions and limited to certain classes. In some methods to identify each features separate learning methods are used. This increase its complexity.
Two Class Weather Classification(2017) [1] classify the images in to two classes: sunny or cloudy. It is restricted to limited images. In this method along with cnn features. It also taken the advantage of human vision. People understand weather using sky, haze, shadow etc features. These features are called weather features. Weather features obtained by combining data driven cnn feature and well chosen weather specific features. Here features like sky, shadow, reflection, contrast, haze is considered. Hazy and grayish sky detects cloudy day. Dark shadows maps to sunny day. For making training set more useful it uses a novel approach. Din lin et.al(2017) [2] uses two modules :region selection and concurrency for image based weather recognition. It divides each images in to regions and each region is considered. It uses deep learning method. An additional Siamese architecture is used in concurrency module which make it more complex. It uses cosegmentation method for feature extraction. As it considers each regions computational complexity is high. Each module use separate cnn architecture.
Weather Classification using deep convolutional networks(2015) [5] uses a typical cnn method to classify images in to two classes:sunny and cloudy. The cnn architecture contains eight layers. It contain five convolutional or pooling layers and three fully connected layer.It used a model inspired by Krizhevzky et.al(2012) [26] imagenet cnn. It does not consider any other weather features. In this case the problem is it may not be used for a large variety of images dataset.
J. Dai, K. He, and J. Sun(2016) [3] uses a convolutional feature masking for feature extraction. Semantic segmentation is used to identify object instances. Here instance aware semantic segmentation is used. It is done through three diff erent and related subtask.1) Diff erentiating instances using bounding boxes. Region proposal network used to predict location and objectness scores. 2) a pixel level mask is predicted for each instances. 3)categorizing instances. For each stages it uses convolutional neural network.
Multiclass Weather Classification of single images(2015) [8] is a method for image based weather recognition. Here only four classes are considered. Multiple weather features are considered for each classes. Classes are sunny, rainy, snowy and haze. To provide scores to each class, it consider diff erent features for diff erent classes. To identify the sunny feature of the image, it consider clear sky and strong shadows. To identify rainy feature, it uses HGG based template matching. Snow feature is treated as noise and pixels contain snowflake have a grey value greater than threshold value. For haze feature intensity of pixels is considered. As for each class diff erent features are considered, it uses multiple kernal learning method.
B. Image Based Weather Recognition methods using other Soft Computing Algorithms
Image based weather recognition using other soft computing algorithms are given below. The main limitation of these methods are the accuracy of these methods are very less compare to deep learning tools. Linear spatial pyramid matching(2015) [4] is a method using linear coding in traditional spatial pyramid matching method. In SPM, for coding linear method is used. It considers local constraints then euclidean distance calculated and weights are adjusted. In state of art image classification systems contains bag-offeatures and spatial pyramid matching. The Bag of features does not consider spatial layout , so it is not suitable for capturing shape or detecting image. So SPM is used. First, feature points are detected and this form descriptor layer then code layer used for coding. Vector quantization is used for generating histograms.Then this histograms are used to give final output.
Wang et.al(2010) [7] proposed linear classification in spatial pyramid matching. SPM is described in above paragraph. In this method instead of vector quantization, it uses locality linear constraint coding. It uses locality constraint instead of sparsity constraint. The advantages of locality constraint are better reconstruction, local smooth sparsity etc. Classification of weather situations on single color images(2008) [9] is a method to improve machine vision in bad weather situations for driving assistance. It classify images in to clear sky, light rain, heavy rain. SVM method is used to classification. It choose ROI using features: local contrast, minimum brightness, sharpness hue and saturation. Based on it descriptor developed and applied SVM for classification. It works on single monoscopic color image.
C. Temperature Prediction
Temperature prediction from the analyzed weather condition is the secondary task of the project. Among many visual attributes, weather attribute is one of the important attribute. Temperature is influenced by many factors and weather is one of the main factor. Wei et.al(2018) [10] developed a system to identify temperature condition from an image. Temperature range is divided in to 72 classes. Visual features of images are extracted using cnn . Corresponding to each image it contains a 72 vector. In training phase the temperature of image is mapped to a particular class by giving one to that class and all other classes contain value zero. Here base architecture of cnn used from scratch based on Skyfinder dataset. It contains four convolutional layers which is followed by four fully connected layers. Output of the model is a 70D vector indicating the probabilities of diff erent temperatures.
III. METHODOLOGY case Im
Image based weather recognition is a challenging task.Compare to other object detection it does not have a particular feature to identify the weather condition. For an example,sunny feature is identified by shadow of buildings, intensity of light etc and features used for other classes will be diff erent. Due to variations in features, convolutuional neural network is used. For that system contain two phases :
1. Training phase:-to train the images of diff erent classes.Here input is dataset of images of diff erent classes. Output is a file that contain features of the image and label to which class it belongs. 2. Testing phase:-Here image is given as input and output is the scores to diff erent weather classes. Main idea of the project is to develop a tool to identify the weather condition from an image. Project comprises following tasks. In pre-processing stage, images are divided in to clusters using Kmeans algorithm. For feature extraction VGG16 model is used as base model. Concurrency between the clusters are calculated using Euclidean distance. SGDC used for system learning. Using decision function the scores to each class for an image is obtained. For temperature calculation scores obtained in each class is used to provide weights to each classes. The figures 1 and 2 depicts the block diagram of training and testing phase. 
B. Training Phase
Training phase trains image of diff erent weather classes. Here consider six weather classes: cloudy, haze, rainy, snow, sunny, thunder. It has diff erent stages . First stage is segmenting images. Second stage is for feature extraction. Third stage helps to find coexistence between clusters. System training is done using SGDC method.
Image segmentation
In segmentation stage, image is divided in to clusters. Kmeans clustering is used for clustering. Here number of clusters is seven. So images are divided in to clusters. Each clusters are given to feature extraction.For representing each images belongs to particular class in training phase, first row during feature extraction is used for representing classes. 0 represents cloudy class, 1 represents haze class, 2 represents rainy class, 3 represents snow class, 4 represents sunny class and 5 represents thunder class. Figure 3 shows the example of image segmentation.
Feature Extraction
The main challenging task is feature extraction.Unlike other object detection, weather detection does not use a particular feature. So here used cnn model to extract features of image.VGG16(2014) [16] is the base model used. It contain 16 layers. This model is used for object detection. In training phase it store the unique features of the image.Convolutional layer, pooling layer and relu layer used to generate feature. Fully connected layer give final output. Here VGG16 used as base cnn architecture and output of second fully connected layer is taken as output. It contain 4096D values representing the image. As each image divided in to seven clusters, a image is represented by 7*4096 matrix. Each row specify the features of each cluster.
If I represents image, seg represents segments, k represents number of clusters then region feature of a segment, f is
F = G(Θ;I;seg;k)
Here G(Θ) represents architecture of cnn. 
Concurrency of segments
This module uses to find the corelation between the segments.To improve the accuracy, concurrency between the clusters are calculated. In some cases the coexistence of certain segments helps to identify weather condition. Euclidean distance is calculated for finding the similarity between the cluster features.
If F i and F j represent features of clusters i th and j th respectively then feature concurrency,
Complete Decision Function
Here features of each clusters and the similarity between the features is considered. So the complete decision function will be
Featureofimage,F i = (F,F c )
For system learning SGDC method used. It is an optimization algorithm. Using class decision function , scores are provided to each class.
C. Testing Phase
In testing phase, input is a outdoor image. Output is scores obtained for diff erent weather classes. Weights are obtained from this scores for temperature analysis.First three stages of testing phase is similar to training phase.Here input image is divided in to cluster and feature of image is extracted. Diff erence is in weather analysis and temperature analysis stages.
Weather Analysis
In weather analysis , the data file from training phase is used to calculate the scores for each class . Here class decision function is used to get the scores.Output of this stage will produce values to diff erent class based on the weather condition of that image.
Temperature Analysis
Temperature is influenced by many factors. One of the main factor is weather. Once weather condition is identified, it can be used to predict temperature. Scores obtained for diff erent classes used to predict temperature. Temp is an array contain range of temperature corresponding to each classes. Scores obtained for diff erent class used for providing weights to diff erent class. if w is the weight then temperature t is t = mean(w * temp)
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Implementation details This is a model to identify weather condition of an image and analyze its temperature.
• Language used here is Python.
• Used IDE is Spyder.
• Anaconda distribution is used for python.
• Windows XP and 4GB RAM used.
B. Evaluation Metrics
Compared to single label classification, multilabel classification evaluation metrics is different.Predictions of each instance contain set of labels but in single label classification , prediction of each instance is a label. In multilabel classification contain three diff erent type of predictions: fully correct, partially correct and fully incorrect. In multilabel classification the method to evaluation is diff erent from single label classification. Here we consider partially correct output also. if n is no of instances, Z i is the expected output of instance and Y i is the actual output of instance.
Exact Match Ratio
Exact Mach Ratio(EMR), only take the output equal to the expected output. In this case partially correct output is not considered.
Godbole
et.al(2004) [20] proposed following definitions for accuracy, precision, recall, F1-measure
Accuracy
It is defined as proportion of predicted correct labels to the total number of labels. Accuracy is
Precision
It is defined as proportion of predicted correct labels to the actual labels. Precision is
Recall
It is defined as proportion of predicted correct labels to the total predicted labels. Recall is
F1-Measure
It is defined as harmonic mean of precision and recall.
C. Result Analysis
It is developed as a tool for weather and temperature analysis from an image.
• In training phase, input is a dataset of 1200 images. Each class contain 200 images. Output is a python data file contain features of each images.
• In testing phase, input is a outdoor image and output is scores to each class and analyzed result of weather and temperature. Screenshots of the working of system is given in appendix section.
In multi label classification problems output of each data instance will be set of values. In this system, if it is a sunny image the output will be set sunny. If it is a sunny and rainy image then output will be set sunny, rainy. Most of the images taken contain labels to identify their class. This is considered as expected output. In some cases manually identified their classes and used as expected output. In the training phase to train 1200 images two days needed as I used 4GB RAM. It take approximately 6 seconds to retrieve weather condition from an image.
As mentioned above, for evaluation Godbele et.al(2004) [20] method of evaluation for multilabel classification is used. EMR, accuracy, precision , recall, F1-measure for the test data set is calculated. Table 1 shows the result. Table 1 . Evaluation Result
Diff erent strategies for feature extraction
Stage two of the project is feature extraction.For feature extraction, image is considered as whole image and clustered image. Image is divided in to clusters in clustered image and image is taken as a whole in whole image.In both cases accuracy is calculated. Figure 4 shows the bar diagram of the result obtained.Feature extraction using clustered image got better result.So clustered image is chosen for feature extraction. 
Segmentation using different clustering algorithms
For clustering different methods are considered. Experiment is done by clustering methods like fuzzy logic, Kmeans clustering on test data set. Figure 5 shows the result.
Image segmentation using Kmeans clustering algorithm provided better result. In an image there are some regions that are not useful to determine weather. We can identify these regions during preprocessing and if it is possible to remove it before feature extraction then it can improve the performance and accuracy. Use of more sharp images in training set can improve accuracy. Image based weather recognition has many applications. One of the application is predicting weather of not reachable areas by using satellite images. Another field is robotics. It can identify the weather from the image it is captured and perform accordingly. Another application is in driving assistance. Automatic driving cars are nowadays very popular. Image based weather application helps it to identify weather without any additional hardware.
VII. CONCLUSION
The project focused to develop a weather and temperature analysis system from images using cnn. It has two modules: weather recognition and temperature analysis. The overall working of the system is explained. In preprocessing stage, Kmeans clustering method is used for segmentation. For feature extraction VGG16 model is used as base cnn architecture. Inorder to provide coexistance of segments Euclidean distance is used. SGDC algorithm used for optimization. Decision function used to predict the scores corresponding to each classes. This scores used to predict temperature range of that image. For segmentation diff erent algorithms are considered and chose Kmeans clustering algorithm as it provides better accuracy. An experiment on Two class dataset is done. And our method had better accuracy.
